ShuttleIT
Secure, automatic,
Hazard-minimizing file transfer system



Transfer files between securely separate networks
without making any communication between the sending
network and the receiving network.



Automatic transfer, no user involved in the process.



Hardware sets transfer direction: one way or two ways.



Can be integrated with YazamTech SelectorIT file content
filtering system.

ShuttleIT Systems
ShuttleIT V-mode - a single hardware unit that
connects two separate networks, and allows an
automatic transfer of files (bidirectional or
unidirectional) while maintaining a complete
disconnection between the networks.
ShuttleIT W-mode - a double hardware unit, an
expansion of the V-mode configuration. This solution
creates a sterile space for the operation of a content
filtering system, protected against attacks from both sides
of the separated networks.

ShuttleIT - includes components that
contribute to its security:

ShuttleIT - highly suitable for transferring files
between separate networks, including
automatic/background applications (with data
that can be transformed to files).


Two-way transfer of e-mail between two
separate Email servers.



Two-way transfer of faxes between a fax
server and an Email server.



One-way download of internet updates
(e.g. antivirus updates) into a sensitive
close network



One-way upload of updates from a
sensitive network to less sensitive areas
like website updates, or sending text
messages to a cellular network.



Based on a specially designed hardware,
providing a significantly higher level of
security than an application installed on
hardened hardware.



Includes a programmed controller that
manages the operation. Does not include
an operating system that can be attacked.



Uses highly-reliable electro-mechanical
relays, ensuring a complete disconnection
between the two separate ends networks.



Hardware connects to the two networks
with USB interface, and has no any
communication interface like TCP, or an IP
address.



Serves both users and applications that
have no need any user interface.



Always listens to the source folders, and
transfers new files immediately when
arrived.

ShuttleIT - a technology to transfer files in a secure way. The system helps users need one-way or two-way
transfers of files between separate networks, while minimizing risks.

ShuttleIT - family of security systems by YazamTech.
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